Cake
Smash

12000 All Raw images from the
shoot (40- 80 images)
5 exclusively edited
images

Length: typically takes 30mins -1 hour but will depend on kid's
comfort Location: Either Studio or Landscaped outdoors
Theme: You can choose from a wide collection of exclusive themes
we have done. We also do customized themes. Cake/Balloons: To
be arranged by you

Terms of Agreement:
Props: We have a wide collection of props/backgrounds for our creative setup. We may want to use some of
your stuff too, which may add to the creative setup. A detailed discussion will be done much before the shoot,
when we would mutually agree on the concepts.
Image Selection: You are most welcome to do it. In case you ask me to do it, then any image replacement post
editing will be done at extra charges.
Prints/albums : The packages include only soft copies. We do provide high quality prints & albums at an extra
charge.
Concepts: Additional concepts/dress changes etc. at extra charges
Additional Edited images: Available at extra charges.
Shooting at your place: Extra charges, depending on your location
Fixed Price: I have kept them the lowest so that we can focus more on the quality and creativity.
However we offer 10% discount for repeat customers.
Addition Family members: One set of grandparents is complimentary for one portrait. Any extra member can be
added as part of family portrait, for an additional cost of Rs.1000
Copyrights: Owned by Preksha Photography. We put in a lot of hard work to get the perfect output.

We may showcase the output to promote Preksha Photography. Clients agree to give picture credits to
'prekshaclicks.com' whenever images are used in public platforms like Facebook/Instagram or Press/Media.
Unedited images are only for the personal viewing of client and should not be shared on public platforms by
anyone. Commercial use of the images is completely prohibited unless agreed with us.

